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ICP DAS USA, Inc. Introduces Intelligent 3G SMS/Voice Alarm Controller
ICP DAS USA, Inc. introduces SMS-534, an intelligent 3G SMS / Voice alarm controller for
industrial applications. It allows you to remotely monitor and control alarm systems from any
location. You can send out critical alarm information to any number of mobile phones.
SMS-534 supports simple commands and SMS tunneling functions and can be powered by
external power or a Lithium battery. It is communicable over RS-485 and RS-232. SMS-534
supports UNICODE or 7 bit format, allowing users to send SMS messages in various
languages. It also supports the sending of sound alarms via pre-defined voice files.
SMS-534 supports ASCII automatic identification and SMS settings and controls so it can send
SMS messages with simple commands. It also comes with a 4G micro SD card for data
logging. The DTMF function of SMS-534 is for the applications with the keypad of phones to
control the local I/O. In addition, with ICP DAS SMS DBS software, users can centrally manage
SMS-534 from a PC.
ICP DAS USA is a cost-effective leader in the U.S. industrial market; offering a stunningly
competitive price/performance ratio, while catering to the latest solutions for current industrial
trends. We seek to provide our customers with cost-effective, flexible, and easy-to-use solutions
for their Data Acquisition and Embedded Control Applications. ICP DAS USA provides a great
variety of products with modular and universal solutions for any scale application or projects.

To learn more about the variety of ideas and real projects integrated with ICP DAS hardware,
visit our website at www.icpdas-usa.com, or give us a call, toll free, at 1-888-971-9888 and one
of our engineers would be happy to assist in reviewing the project requirements, ensuring that
the highest quality solution is presented in your final application.
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